NOTE:
SLOPE WALK 1/2" FROM ALL STRUCTURES (WALLS, BUILDINGS, ETC.)

95% COMPACTED SUBGRADE

TWO #4 REBAR 12" LONG INSERTED INSIDE 3/4" PVC PIPE 8" LONG (CENTERED IN WALK WIDTH)

3000 PSI CONCRETE 4" THICK THROUGHOUT

1/2" CHAMFER ON INSIDE EDGE

1/4" CHAMFER ON OUTSIDE EDGE

CONCRETE HEADER EDGE TO CONTAIN PAVERS

WHERE PAVERS ABUT BUILDINGS OR WALLS

FACE OF BUILDING OR WALL

1/2" EXPANSION GAP SWEEP WITH SAND

1/2" SAND BASE OVER CONCRETE

CONCRETE HEADER CURB
(WHERE PAVERS ABUT SOD OR PLANT BEDS)

EXISTING CURB

SAND SWEEP JOINTS

CONCRETE HOLLAND STONE COLOR MIX III PAVERS, 2 3/8" THICK x 4" x 7 7/8"

2'-0"

2 3/8"